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DR. BART SAYLE is a global authority on business culture, 
leadership and innovation. 

A trusted advisor on vision and strategy, Bart has cracked 
the code on how to undo the damage that organisational 
change can have on people, processes and financial results. 
With his innovative insights on mindsets and leadership, he 
helps businesses turn around and helps lift people out of 
organisational decline and the human struggle this causes.

Bart has a kaleidoscopic background as a scientist, cultural 
anthropologist, business leader, entrepreneur, explorer and 
mountaineer, with a lifelong interest in creativity, culture and 
human nature.

Driven by a vision that the world of business can be made 
much more effective, Bart has worked with 100,000 people 
in over 60 countries. He has been partnering with high 
performance individuals for 30 years within some of the 
world’s most powerful businesses. He works closely with 
Senior Teams of Fortune 500 companies to deliver powerful 
live experiences, inspiring through his powerful speaking style.
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WHAT AUDIENCE MEMBERS ARE SAYING ABOUT BART 

"Bart Sayle was able to energise and engage 
people, showing what everyone can do to 
become more open to diverse thinking and 
actions. He is highly inspirational and able to 
catch an audience by his lively performance."

— MARTINA TKOTZ, 
HEAD OF GLOBAL CONSUMER & MARKETING EXCELLENCE, 

BAYER CONSUMER CARE AG

“Bart helped us transform our people, our 
culture, and our processes, thereby helping 
us establish a new trajectory for business 
growth.” 

— WILLIAM WRIGLEY, JR. 
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD,  PRESIDENT AND CEO, 

WILLIAM WRIGLEY JR. COMPANY
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POPULAR TOPICS

CUSTOMISED TO FIT YOUR NEEDS

CULTURE IS YOUR GREATEST COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
What causes seemingly successful companies to fail?
Culture is made up of our mindsets, behaviours and language, which influence 
our ability to perform at the highest level. It can be our greatest competitive advantage 
or disadvantage. In this delivery, Bart shares ways of shaping and transforming our 
culture to accelerate business growth and drive engagement. Learn how to harness the 
power of insights, inspiration and intentionality to unleash exponential growth. 
 

THE POWER OF THE FULL ON STATE 
Do you manage your energy or does your energy manage you?
We all have the power to control our own energy levels. However, it can feel like life 
gets in the way of achieving our goals, draining our energy and resources. This highly 
energising and experiential delivery will transform an audience’s relationship with their 
energy. 

RECESSION PROOF YOUR BUSINESS: HOW TO STAY AHEAD
The rate of change is faster than ever before. With political, environmental and societal 
influences constantly shaking up your business, it can be hard to see the endgame. 
Bart will bring you 'back to basics' and show participants how to future-proof their 
organisations. With actionable tools and insights and recent case stories, participants will 
leave feeling empowered, energised, and in control of their own future.
 

MAGICAL THINKING AND HEROIC ACTION: HOW BREAKTHROUGH CREATES 
BILLIONAIRES 
You have all the resources you need to be successful. But most people don’t know how to 
be resourceFULL. In this talk, Bart shares more about the revolutionary work he did with 
companies like Wrigley and Mars, and shares the tools they used to grow their business 
exponentially and create a powerful business transformation.

FIX THE ONE THING BEHIND EVERYTHING: THE BREAKTHROUGH MINDSET
We know that Mindset drives everything.
Other companies treat the symptoms but Breakthrough goes to the root of every 
business issue: the beliefs, limitations, and doubts of its people. In this talk, Bart will 
enable participants to think in new ways beyond any imagined limitations. Bringing 
you towards a higher self-awareness, the Breakthrough Mindset leads you towards 
extraordinary results beyond anything you would have thought was possible. 

As a much sought-after convention and conference speaker, Bart has energised audiences worldwide, 
over a wide variety of industries. Bart can work with you to customise the perfect experience, from one 
hour up to a full-day. His speaking engagements range from large venues to intimate gatherings where 
he delivers highly customised experiences.

CONTACT US TODAY TO BOOK BART FOR YOUR NEXT EVENT

Lena Cornelis 
EA to Dr. Bart Sayle

Lena@breakthroughglobal.com
+44 207 229 1838


